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Abstract: In this paper, a renewable energy integration facility (REIF) with photovoltaic (PV) distributed generation resources for micro-grid applications is studied. In grid-tied operation, the PV system together with the grid supply the power to the local loads while the surplus energy is fed back to the grid. In stand-alone mode, a gas micro-turbine is operated as a master to establish the common AC bus voltage to which the PV inverters can synchronize. The experimental results demonstrate the stable operation of the REIF under various generation and load conditions. The power quality can meet the IEEE Standard 1547. Furthermore, the responses of the REIF under different fault conditions are investigated. Relevant protection mechanisms are then developed, providing insights into the fault protection for the future grid.
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1. Introduction

The rapid depletion of fossil fuels, rising demand for electricity and tightening government policies on the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions are driving major changes in electricity generation and consumption patterns all around the world. In the last few decades, serious concerns were raised about distributed generation units (DGs), especially the renewable energy resources, such as wind and solar photovoltaic (PV) systems [1,2]. More recently, micro-grids have attracted much attention as the local low voltage power systems integrating DGs into the network. These small micro-grids will then be integrated into the intelligent power system with the physical highway and digital highway, namely the smart grid [3–6].

Considering that most power outages and disturbances occur in the distribution network, it is widely recognized worldwide that the first step towards the smart grid should start at the bottom of the chain, in the distribution systems. As a systematic integration of DGs system, a micro-grid can offer many technical advantages in terms of power quality and energy management [7,8]. The basic requirements of micro-grids are the high quality point of common coupling (PCC) voltage in both grid-tied and stand-alone operations in terms of stable voltage amplitude and frequency. In addition, the load changes should be picked up by the DGs. However, due to the intermittent nature of the renewable sources and fluctuated load profile, it is difficult to operate a micro-grid installed with only renewable generation units. The power quality will be deteriorated if neither ancillary devices nor additional control approaches were introduced.

So far, many control strategies have been proposed to allow inverters to operate in parallel. In particular, droop control is widely used, where the output voltage of the DGs can be adjusted; hence, the active and reactive power can be regulated [9,10]. Recently, various improvements have been proposed to obtain better transient performance and more accurate power sharing. For example,
transient response was obtained by introducing derivative-integral terms [11–14]. The power sharing accuracy was enhanced by employing a virtual power frame transformation or a virtual flux [15–17]. In [18], an angle controller was proposed to minimize frequency variation by drooping the inverter output voltage phase angle instead of the frequency. However, it is difficult to know the initial angle of the other inverters without the help of GPS.

For the techniques mentioned above, however, there is a major limitation, as most of those works have only studied a simplified configuration with only two DGs connected in parallel. Besides, the inputs of these DGs are usually assumed as constant DC sources, whereas the practical power generation behaviors of DGs, such as solar PVs, are not considered. Since the micro-grid laboratory system not only can serve as a test bed, but also provide a verification platform, the development of a laboratory-scale micro-grid system with actual DGs and local loads becomes very practical and useful. Several micro-grid technologies in energy management, control strategies, power quality, laboratory systems and field tests have since been studied [19–23].

The power management strategies for micro-grids with multiple DGs were studied in [19], but only simulation results were presented. The work in [21] developed a supervisor control to satisfy the load power demand and to maintain the state of charge of the battery bank; but, it only focused on the stand-alone mode, and the micro-grid response under grid connection was not investigated. The work in [22] proposed a central energy management and local power management at the customer side for micro-grid applications. In [23], a Consortium for Electric Reliability Technology Solutions (CERTS) micro-grid test bed was tested, but fault protection issues were not considered. A hybrid microgrid comprised of PV, wind and hydro energy resources was presented in [24]. The blueprint to construct a mini grid for high altitude regions considering available resources and local load profile was introduced in [25]. As the grid incorporates smart metering and information technology, the network security of future smart microgrids was discussed in [26].

Another important issue about the micro-grid is the fault protection. So far, many efforts have been made for the power flow of micro-grids. However, the fault protection at the distribution level for a micro-grid system is seldom reported. Besides, the literature related to faults on micro-grids is almost exclusively devoted to the detection of islanded conditions [27,28]. Predictive diagnosis of a high-power transformer for uninterruptible power supplies is developed in [29,30], which shows possible applications in high-power microgrids. In [31], an intelligent power switching for harsh automotive applications is proposed at the circuit level against high voltage, parasitics effects and over-current. To the authors’ best knowledge, however, there is little work reported to address the faults occurring within the micro-grid itself. As the DGs penetration is likely to increase rapidly in the future grid, the faulty protection environment becomes more complex. Consequently, a deeper understanding of the micro-grid behavior under fault conditions is required.

This paper focuses on a laboratory renewable energy integration facility (REIF) incorporated with solar PVs, a gas micro-turbine and a programmable load. The first objective is to study the behaviors of PVs and the gas micro-turbine. After that, the coordinated operation of the REIF for reliable power delivery and high power quality will be presented. The second objective of this paper is to investigate the response of the REIF with a large amount of renewable sources and other distributed generation systems during faults and to consequently propose suitable protection mechanisms. The experiments described in this work make strides towards identifying, quantifying and understanding the challenges of micro-grid design and operation, in the hope that such knowledge will inform and focus future micro-grid research.

2. The Renewable Energy Integration Facility Configuration

Figure 1 shows the laboratory REIF structure under study. It is comprised of solar PV panels, a gas micro-turbine, a programmable load bank and a motor as the load. All of these distributed units are connected to a common AC bus in parallel with a nominal line-to-line voltage of 415 V and a nominal frequency of 50 Hz. The REIF can operate both connected to the utility grid through the
static transfer switch (STS) or autonomously in stand-alone mode. The delivery of control commands and the measurement of the system variables are achieved by using a supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system. The system information, such as PV inverter outputs and AC bus voltage, are collected from the sensors and sent to the central computer every 1 ms. In the other direction, the central computer delivers control commands to the programmable logic controllers (PLCs) to control the load bank, gas micro-turbine, STS, etc. A control panel is built using LabVIEW in the central computer as the human machine interface (HMI).

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 1.** The laboratory renewable energy integration facility (REIF) under study. PV: photovoltaic.

### 2.1. Solar Photovoltaics

Solar energy is a renewable source being widely exploited all around the world. Photovoltaic (PV) technology involves converting solar energy directly into electrical energy by means of solar cells. Each series of PV panels in the array is connected in the form of a single string, with each string connected to a single phase inverter. There are in total 15 inverters installed in front of the control room. These inverters are then distributed evenly across the three phase common AC bus with a total rated output power of about 20 kW. The PV array is installed on the roof of the laboratory. They are controlled to operate at the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) with unit power factor. The performance of a PV array can be affected by many factors, such as temperature, solar irradiance, shading, etc.

### 2.2. Micro-Turbine

Another type of DG unit available in the laboratory is a 30 kW three-phase gas micro-turbine system. It is a synchronous generator driven by a micro-turbine via a gearbox ranging from 50,000 to 12,000 rpm. The generator supplies electric power to the common AC bus through a back-to-back converter. The high frequency AC power generated by the synchronous generator is first rectified to DC and then converted to AC. Both the amplitude and the frequency of the micro-turbine system output voltage are controllable, and this can supply a customer’s base load or can be used for standby, peak shaving and cogeneration applications. In this work, when the REIF is operated in stand-alone mode, the micro-turbine system is used to establish a stable common AC bus voltage and provided a voltage signal to which the PV inverters can synchronize.

### 2.3. Programmable Load Bank and Induction Motor

The load bank consists of a 63 kW resistive load, a 63-kVAR inductive load and a 63 kVAR capacitive load. These are arranged in a binary fashion. For instance, the resistors can be arranged to consume 1 kW, 2 kW, 4 kW, 8 kW, 16 kW and 32 kW of active power, such that any amount of power consumption can be achieved by a combination of these six resistors, following the standard binary...
In addition, an induction motor was also used in this study with the purpose of introducing an apparent fault, which will be discussed further in Section 5.

3. Demonstration of the Behavior of Renewable Energy Resources

In the REIF, the renewable energy resources are the solar PVs. They are connected to the common AC bus through inverters with the MPPT operation. The power output of the PV system can be affected by many factors, such as temperature, sun light strength, shading, etc. Figure 2 shows the total output power of the PV array from 6:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. on a sunny day and a cloudy day, respectively. It can be seen that the PV output power of a sunny day increased smoothly in the morning until it reached the peak value of about 19 kW at around 2 p.m., then decreased gradually in the afternoon and hit the bottom of 0 kW at around 7 p.m. However, the output power of the PV system features an obvious fluctuating characteristic on a cloudy day due to the fluctuating irradiation.

![Figure 2. Total output power of the PV system on two different days.](image)

Figure 3 shows the response of a PV inverter to the loss of the external grid at zero seconds on the horizontal axis; this is the current supplied to the grid from one of the inverters. It can be seen that the inverter stopped supplying current completely in about 30 ms after grid disconnection, and the other inverters behaved in a similar manner. Figure 4 shows the response of the total three-phase output currents of the PV system to the loss of the external grid. It can be found that this type of inverter loses the ability to supply power if there is no external voltage source to which the inverters can synchronize.

![Figure 3. Response of one PV inverter to the loss of external grid power.](image)
Figure 4. Response of the three-phase PV output currents to the loss of external grid power.

Figure 5 shows the response of a PV inverter to the frequency variation on a distribution network. Here, the frequency, represented by the blue line, varies from 50 Hz to 50.5 Hz. It can be observed that the power output from the PV inverter drops abruptly from 600 W to zero after 50 ms. The inverter response to the frequency decreasing was also investigated; it stopped supplying power when the frequency dropped down to around 49.8 Hz, which is not shown here. This shows that the inverters are very sensitive to the frequency disturbance.

Figure 5. Response of the PV inverter output power to frequency variation.

Figure 6 presents the response of the PV inverter to the voltage variation. Here, the phase-neutral voltage rms value, represented by the blue curve, is decreased gradually 3 V at each step. It can be observed that the PV output current dropped rapidly to 2 A when the voltage decreased to 225 V, and the PV inverter shut down completely if the voltage dropped below 202 V. A similar feature can be observed that PVs shut down completely when the voltage rises up to 251 V, which is not shown here either.

Based on the above observation, the following characteristics of this PV system can be obtained:

- These inverters are not suitable for use in an islanded micro-grid, unless a reliable generation source is available as a master to provide a synchronization voltage.
- The inverters respond very rapidly to the voltage disturbance in both frequency and amplitude. Consequently, high-quality voltage must be supplied to maintain the normal operation of the PV system.
4. Energy Management Strategy

The laboratory REIF is depicted in Figure 1. This facility incorporates a 20 kW solar PV array (on the roof), a 30 kW gas micro-turbine, a programmable load bank, an induction motor and a high speed SCADA system, as described previously. In order to exploit the solar energy effectively and supply reliable and high quality power to the local loads, proper operation approaches are required.

Figure 7 illustrates the coordinated operations of multiple renewable/conventional generators under different modes. Initially, the total output from the PVs is detected. The PV inverters will be connected to the grid once the PV output reaches a pre-defined value. In grid-tied mode, the PVs and the utility grid supply the electric power to the loads. If the power generated by the DGs is greater than the load demand, the excess will be fed back to the grid. On the contrary, if the amount of power generated is lower than the demand, additional power will be imported from the grid.

When faults occur in the grid, the STS is switched off, and the REIF is isolated from the utility grid. In stand-alone operation, as the utility grid voltage is not available, there are two important issues that need to be addressed. First, a high-quality voltage is required at the common AC bus to maintain the normal operation of the PV system. Second, the PV system is operated at MPPT with unit power factor, i.e., it only generates active power, which cannot meet the requirement of reactive power consumption of the loads. In this case, a micro-turbine system is employed not only to provide...
the voltage source that the PV inverters can synchronize to, but also to balance the active and reactive load demands.

4.1. Case Study 1: Grid-Tied Mode

In this test, the PV system and the programmable load bank are connected to the common AC, bus and the system is then further connected to the utility grid via the STS. The PVs simply attempt to push as much power as possible onto the common AC bus. If the power generation is greater than the load demand, the excessive power will be injected into the grid; if the power generation is smaller than the load demand, more power will be imported from the grid. The power flow within the microgrid can be expressed as:

\[ P_L = P_{PV} + P_G \]  
\[ Q_L = Q_G \]

where \(P_L\), \(P_{PV}\) and \(P_G\) are the active powers consumed by the local load, generated by the PV system and supplied by the utility grid, respectively. \(Q_L\) and \(Q_G\) are the reactive power consumed by the local load and provided from the utility grid, respectively.

In this experiment, the total power generated by the PV panels at the time of the test was about 4.5 kW. Initially, the load bank was set to zero, then increased to 3 kW (less than the PV output power) and 10 kW (greater than the PV output power) at 2.2 s and 5.3 s, respectively. Under such operation, the power flow and the power balance within the system are of interest. The voltage response at the common AC bus in terms of amplitude and frequency will also be investigated.

Figure 8a presents the active power sharing between the PVs and the utility grid. It can be found that the PVs provided around 4.5 kW active power throughout this test. At no-load condition at the beginning, the power flow from the utility is –4.5 kW, which means that the power generated by the PVs was totally fed back to the utility grid. When the load was added to 3 kW at 2.2 s, the power provided by the utility becomes –1.5 kW. This is expected, as the PVs are able to cover all of the load demand, leading to only 1.5 kW (4.5 kW – 3 kW = 1.5 kW) surplus exported to the utility. When the load was increased to 10 kW at 5.3 s, it can be seen that additional 5.5 kW (10 kW – 4.5 kW = 5.5 kW) power was required from the utility because the load demand was greater than the power generation from the PV system.

![Figure 8a: Power Flow](image)

**Figure 8a.** System performance in grid-tied mode. (a) Power flow; and (b) point of common coupling (PCC) voltage.

Figure 8b presents the voltage transient at the PCC (i.e., the voltage of common AC bus). The voltage quality under the load variation condition is the main concern. Thanks to the connection of the
utility grid, the microgrid voltage is stable during transients with only a 0.6 V variation in magnitude
and a 0.02 Hz deviation in frequency.

When faults occur in the grid, the STS is switched off, and the REIF is isolated from the utility
grid. In stand-alone operation, as the utility grid voltage is not available, there are two important
issues that need to be addressed. First, a high-quality voltage is required at the common AC bus to
maintain the normal operation of the PV system. Second, the PV system is operated at MPPT with unit
power factor, i.e., it only generates active power, which cannot meet the requirement of the reactive
power consumption of the loads. In this case, a micro-turbine system is employed not only to provide
the voltage source that the PV inverters can synchronize to, but also to balance the active and reactive
load demands.

4.2. Case Study 2: Stand-Alone Mode

As demonstrated in Section 3, there are three important issues that need to be addressed. First, the
inverters of the solar PV system require an external AC voltage source for normal operation. Second,
a high-quality common AC bus voltage is required to maintain the normal operation of the PV system.
Third, the PV system is operated at MPPT with unit power factor, i.e., it only generates active power,
which cannot meet the requirement of the reactive power consumption of the loads. Since the utility
grid is unavailable in islanded operation, a micro-turbine system is utilized here. The micro-turbine
system plays an important role of providing not only the voltage source that the PV inverters can
synchronize to, but also powers to the local loads. As a result, the PV together with the micro-turbine
system supplied power to the load bank. In fact, the micro-turbine system reacts to smooth the gap in
active power between the consumption by the load and generation by the PV system and then provide
all of the reactive power required from the load. Consequently, the power flow within the REIF can be
described as:

\[ P_L = P_{PV} + P_{MT} \]  
\[ Q_L = Q_{MT} \]

where \( P_{MT} \) and \( Q_{MT} \) are the active power and reactive power generated by the micro-turbine system,
respectively. When the REIF is disconnected from the utility grid, the micro-turbine starts to work as a
master in islanded operation, which features the following functions:

1. Establish a common AC bus voltage for the REIF;
2. Provide an external AC voltage source for the PV inverters to synchronize to;
3. Pick up any load change together with the PV system.

At the time of this experiment, the PV system produced about 6.5 kW of active power. The
load profile was set in such a pattern that resistive load was kept constant at 10 kW, while a 5 kVAR
inductive load was added and removed at 1.9 s and 3.5 s, respectively. The objective of this test is to
verify the stability and feasibility of the REIF in stand-alone mode under various load profiles.

Figure 9 shows the power sharing between the distributed generations in stand-alone mode.
It can be observed that the micro-turbine supplied active power to the load bank together with PVs
during the entire test. At \( t = 1.9 \) s, the micro-turbine system automatically increased its reactive power
from 0 to 5 kVAR to meet the new load demand, while the PVs continued to supply around 6.5 kW
of active power. At \( t = 3.5 \) s, the inductive load was removed; the micro-turbine system continued
to provide 3.5 kW of active power, while the reactive power dropped back to 0 kVAR. The output
currents of the micro-turbine system during the load change are shown in Figure 9b. In the stand-alone
mode, the stability of the common AC bus voltage is the main concern, and it is measured during
the variation of load change, as depicted in Figure 9c. Due to the excellent control capability of the
micro-turbine system, the REIF voltage is stable during the entire islanded operation.
4.3. Power Quality

Figure 10 compares the harmonic spectrum of the common AC bus voltage for grid-connected and islanded operations. It can be seen that both grid-connected and islanded operation can provide high-quality power, with only 1.40% voltage total harmonic distortion (THD) and 2.31% voltage THD, respectively.

Figure 9. System performance in islanded mode. (a) Active and reactive power sharing; (b) micro-turbine output current during load changes; and (c) PCC voltage.

Figure 10. Harmonic spectrum of the common AC bus voltage. (a) Grid-tied operation; and (b) stand-alone operation.
In order to better validate the feasibility of the proposed REIF operation, the power quality results are summarized in Table 1, where the performance of the common AC bus voltage is compared with the IEEE Standard 1547 [32]. The results show that the REIF at grid-connected mode supplies better quality power compared with islanded mode. Most importantly, the power quality of both grid-connected and islanded operation can meet the standard requirement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Voltage Distortion (%)</th>
<th>Flicker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IEEE 1547</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid-tied mode</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stand-alone mode</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Faulty Protection Investigation

The future grid is likely to integrate a significant amount of renewable energy sources and other distributed generations. It is necessary to investigate the response of the REIF under grid faults and develop proper protection mechanisms. It is worth mentioning that existing fault detection systems rely mainly on the assumption that a short-circuit type fault will result in overshoot current that is much greater than the normal level. Thus, anomaly detection is usually accomplished by a fixed threshold. In this test, our objective is to identify whether the increasing penetration of DGs will lead to an increased fault current and whether the existing protection mechanism is adequate to deal with this new situation. Figure 11 illustrates a simplified diagram for the fault test, where CB1 and CB2 are the circuit breakers.

![Figure 11. Conceptual diagram of faults in a microgrid. CB: Circuit breaker.](image)

It is noted that there are various types of grid faults out there. Due to the page limitation, here, we will take the most common type of faults in the industry for example: short circuit faults. In order to investigate this type of fault, an apparent fault is introduced by starting an induction motor directly without any starting aid.

5.1. Case 1: Faults in Grid-Tied Mode

In this scenario, the PVs and the load bank are connected to the AC common bus, and the STS is switched on. The micro-turbine system is also included in this test as another type of DG. The PVs and the micro-turbine system generated 6 kW and 30 kW at the time of this test, respectively, with 20 kW of resistive load bank.

The response of the REIF to the short circuit fault is shown in Figure 12. It can be seen that the \( \text{rms} \) current measured at circuit breaker (CB1) (solid curve) was about 22 A per phase before the fault, then rises up to 160 A abruptly once the fault occurs, as shown in Figure 12a. The load current presents a similar dynamic behavior with a peak value at around 100 A. It is noted that the circuit breaker can be set to a single threshold; therefore, the conventional protection mechanism of threshold-based circuit breakers will provide adequate protection and does not require modification. It is worth mentioning the current flow has a reversed direction at \( t = 0 \) s. Before the fault, the current flowed from the REIF to the utility grid because the total power generated by the DGs was greater than the load demand. When fault occurred, the current flowed the other way, from the utility grid to the REIF.
Figure 12. Response of current and voltage during a fault in grid-connected mode (a) currents; and (b) common AC bus voltage (PCC voltage).

On the other hand, a small voltage dip at the common AC bus is also observed, as presented in Figure 12b. However, this small dip in voltage would not allow a reliable indication of a fault condition. Similar results were obtained from the tests using a 10 kW load bank and a 30 kW load bank. Based on the behaviors of current and voltage, the fixed threshold detection of the current method is suitable for a protection system in this case.

5.2. Case 2: Faults in Stand-Alone Mode

The difference between this scenario from the previous one is that the STS is switched off and the load bank set at 10 kW, and the micro-turbine is used to control the common AC bus voltage. Figure 13 presents the response of the REIF under short circuit fault. Due to the limitation on the amount of power that can be supplied by the DGs, the fault current (the total current seen by DGs at CB2) only reaches 50 A per phase, as shown in Figure 13a. On the other hand, Figure 13b shows that the voltage dropped down to 100 V during the fault, which is very different from the previous case. Therefore, both the current and voltage should be utilized as a reliable indication of a fault condition in islanded mode to increase the reliability.

Figure 13. Voltage and current response to the fault in islanded mode (a) current at circuit CB2; and (b) common AC bus voltage.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, an REIF testbed with PVs and a micro-turbine is investigated. The behaviors of PVs and the gas micro-turbine are first studied under various grid voltage conditions. The experimental
results demonstrate the stable operation of the REIF under various generation and load conditions. In grid-connection mode, the PVs and the grid supply power to the load with surplus energy fed back to the grid. In islanded mode, a micro-turbine is used to produce a high-quality voltage to sustain the normal operation of the load and to provide the external voltage source to which the PV inverters can synchronize. In addition, the responses of the REIF under the short circuit fault condition are studied, and the protection mechanisms are proposed, providing a technical guideline for the future grid where a significant amount of distributed generation systems are included.
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